DRONES MAKE TARGETTED KILLINGS AND THEREFORE OK.
AIR STRIKES ARE TARGETTED AND EFFECTIVE

ARMED DRONES - TODAY’S FAVOURITE METHOD OF EXECUTING SUSPECTS WITHOUT TRIAL - ARE SUPPOSED TO BE PRECISION WEAPONS. BUT OFTEN GO HORRIBLY WRONG. WHEN THEY KILL INNOCENTS AND DESTROY HOMES AND LIVELIHOODS FORCING DESPERATE PEOPLE TO MOVE, ANGER AND CONFLICT SPREAD.

**FACT:** Oxford research group says: “the technology of remote-control warfare is impossible to control…drones will be used as simple, affordable and effective airborne improvised explosive devices”.

Soon every terrorist group will have them.

**FACT:** The UK mod has awarded a £1 billion contract to thales uk and israel’s elbit systems for 54 ‘watchkeeper’ drones. ‘Battle tested’ on palestinians in gaza these weapons will soon be used against other people around the globe.

GANDHI SAID: “WHEN VIOLENCE APPEARS TO DO GOOD, THE GOOD IS SHORT TERM. THE EVIL IT CREATES LASTS FOREVER.” WE NEED A PROFOUND RETHINK ABOUT MAKING AND SELLING DRONES AND OTHER CLEVER KILLING MACHINES, AND WE OUGHT TO STOP GLORIFYING SALONS LIKE EUROSATORY.

PAS DE SALON DE L’ARMEMENT À PARIS!